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SERVING NEW WESTMINSTER AND MAPLE RIDGE CAMPUSES 
Sean Balderstone New President. 
by /.G. Lyon 
& 
pulled off a political coup of and Youth E~ployme~t. Frog-
sorts by driving in to the rams and ts orgamzmg a 
College's easternmost locale protes.t letter and .Petition What's Inside Vic Cromarty and rallying the students there opposmg the upcommg bus 
. in support of Balderstone. fare hikes. lliflilii.IJiiiiiiJilliB&•B•=:i~iBB•I Remember the Elecuon last H 'k 'd 1 "I ''There is a great strain emen sat ater was . d · 
week? ' ll . d th 't Gerr bemg put on the e ucauon 
Don't feel bad if you don't - it ,rhed ~ sdrpnse a . Y system," said Balderstone. 
appears that 95 per cent of you ~ 0 th 00\ more /:~pa~g- ''Students must be aware of 
either didn't know or didn't ndmg t ere. omeffob the sfau-t what is happening more than 
Of h 4 f 11 d ems were put o y e c h h b £ " care. t e 100 u an part h h 1 b th d to show t ey ever ave e ore. time students only 205 actual- t at el 00 Y £0 ere ters and ''There will be lots of infor-
ly voted, but t~ose votes were ~6'e~o feft~e t t~~f~~at ;eally mation floating around fr.om 
enough to dectde the race for h h' , October 11-14 (Education 
Student Society President. uirt d~md ·h h' 0 t f a Week) and I hope everyone B ld . b t 1 urt 1m. u o k · 1 k d Sean a erstone got 10 y a 1 f ._ 4 t t Oikawa ta es a mtnute to oo , rea . 1 tota o J vo es cas , d · d h · b · 1.2 per cenht ma~gm, 
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cumu a- recieved only 17 with Balder- ado const der w .~th ts 'demg 
ung a w oppmg votes . k' ' h h 3 7 one to stu ents, e sat . while Gerry Oikawa finished stone pte mg up t e ot er · After losing the Presidenual 
with 91. Although Balderstone has election Oikawa said he will 
Douglas golf 
team 
places second in 
B.C. College classic 
see page 11 
In ~ctual fact, his election been in office only o~e we.ek not be running for Vice-pres-
was .cmched by the support ?e he has set up a meeung wtth ident's postion on Oct. 13 
received from the Maple Rtd- 'the BC Government Employ- because his former campaign 
ge campus. Martin Hemerik, ees Union to discuss problems manager Stuart Woolverton 
Sean's campaign manager, concerning the Work Study has ente;ed that race. ' .. _____________________ ... 
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. THE 1983-84 cANADA STUDENTLOANSPROG~ 
The Government of Canada hall roada some important changes to the Canada Student 
Loans Act. These changes, approved by Pal'}iaiilE!nt. are now in effect. 
• Guaranteed loans to part-time stiJd.e!d8 · · Info mation and applic tion forins avaiJable from your provincial student aid authority 
· or through the Departrnent of tbe ~ of state. 
(telephone toll-free, t-S00-567 -9602) 
- • Increased weeklY studeJ1t loiPllbnits for full:.ciJDS stQCients Information availiible from your provincial student aid authority. 
• Interest relief and daferl'8d ~ of capital for unemployed borrowers 
Information and a: plication forlllS available frotn your JocBl canada Employment 
Centre. lending institution or t.lJrOU9b. tbe Department of the Secretary of State. 
(telephone ton-free, 1-800-567 -9602) 
• special relief for disabled~ Contact your lending institution or the ])epBI1lilSllt of the SecretarY of State. 
(telephone toll-free, 1-800-567 -9602) 
THECANADASTUDENTIOANSPROGRAM 
AN INVESTMENT IN YOU 
AN INVESTMENT IN cANADA 
*National Universities Week October 2- 8, 1983 
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Student Society 
Vice Pres. Race 
Students Face Debt 
to officially notify all 
Douglas College Students of 
the upcoming Student Society 
By-Elections. The By-Elect-
tons are being held for the 
Executive Position of Vice-
President and for vacant Stu-
dent Representative positions 
follows: 
s Council-1 to be elec-
, Health/Dental Council- 4 
to be elected, Social Sciences 
Council - 1 to be elec ted, 
Music/ Art - 4 to be elected 
and Social Services - 4 to be 
Candidates must be registered 
students at Douglas College 
and enrolled in at least 1 (one) 
Credit Course, and have paid 
their fees in full. The candi-
dates for the Student Repres-
entative Councils must be 
enrolled in a majority of 
courses within the programs 
of the Representative Coun-
cils. Candidates must be nom-
inated by not less than five 
5) members in good standing 
· in at least 1 (one) 
dit Course at Douglas Coll-
ege). Candidates for the Stud-
ent Representative positions 
must be elected ONLY by 
students enrolled in a majority 
of courses within the Candi-
Representative Council. 
ination papers shall 
contain the Name and Student 
Number of the members nom-
inated, along with the Office 
for which the member 1s 
nominated. 
Campaigning may commence 
on ATuesday, October 4, 
1983, providing that the prop-
er nomination papers have 
been filed and received in the 
main business office (room 
2320 Royal Site) of Douglas 
College Student Society. Cam-
paigning must cease at Mid-
night on Tuesday, October 11, 
1983. 
OTTAWA (CUP) As applic-
ations for student aid sky-
rocket across Ontario, some 
administtators have expressed 
concern . over the debt-load 
students may accumulate. 
At Sir Wilfrid Laurier Uni-
versity, where aid applications 
have increased 38 per cent 
over last year, the student 
awards director is warning 
students they could end up 
$10,000 in debt when they 
graduate. 
Horace Braden said he is 
concerned by the Ontario gov-
ernment's decision to increase 
VOTING will be held on the proportion of loans over 
Thursday October 13, 1983 non-repayable grants. 
POLLING hours will be from Braden said the university 
0800-2000 has had so many requests for 
the office one day a week 
simply to process the applic-
ations. 
At Carleton University ap-
plications have increased 28 
per cent, putting the number 
of students using the Ontario 
Student Assistance Program 
up to 3,000 - one-third of the 
university's full-time popula-
tion. 
Carleton wards officer Carol 
Fleck attributes the increase 
to massive student unemploy-
ment last summer and spiral-
ling enrolment. . . 
Fleck says the tncrease 1n 
aid applications is not due to 
loose restrictions. In fact, 
regulations have tightened 
and students whose parents 
refuse to contribute to their 
education are no longer elig-
ible for aid. 
much talk about it being 
abused," said Fleck. "Unfort-
unately, if it's true that the 
parents won't help, then it's 
the student who suffers." 
the Canadian Federation of 
Students says increasing num-
bers of students across the 
country are relying on student 
aid. 
''The numbers are not sur-
prising given the inadequacy 
of the summer student job 
creation programs,'' said CFS 
researcher Bruce Tate. "And 
with the unemployment situ-
ation generally, a lot of people 
who might be out working are 
looking to post-secondary ed-
ucation to increase their 
:hances in the work force.'' NOMINATIONS closae at 12 aid this year he wants to close 
noon Thursday October 6,~--------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
1983 
~,';''::'~~:, f';f,'::de:;'s::.~~; Mess age 
office and will also be attached . 
from Poland 
co the Election notices posted 
on Site. Forms must be sent to 
the Student Society Business 
Office (room 2320) on the 
Royal Site in New Westmin-
ster. Term of office commen-
ces on Monday, October 17, 
1983 and expires on Friday 
I spent some time in Poland 
last year. In October I came 
back loaded with insight. Ben-
nett's budget has overtones 
that remind of Poland. 
August 31, 1984 . An All 
Candidates Meeting will be by Ress 
held on the Royal Site on 
Tuesday, October 11, 1983. 
Campaign expenses are limit-
ed to a Maximum of $25.00. 
Please call 522)6038 for any 
Y oshin - Shop Steward 
Twenty-six year old Yoshin 
pondered the question for a 
further information. 
time. Two men had wet them-
selves. 
It was well into the night 
before they stopped. In the 
dark shadows stood a stadium. 
Soldiers were everywhere, as 
if sprouted from the earth. 
Y oshin was a prisoner of the 
ugh co-workers. No one knew 
where fie was but aff prayed 
that he was still alive. 
Since then Y oshin has been 
arrested two times. No char-
ges, just a precautionary note, 
Mother Russia is watching 
you. 
I wrote an article from experience 1n 
nd. I have more. I 
disturbingly long time. 
''Yoshin, have you suffered 
any repercussions due to your 
• ---------.... ------------------, involvement with Solidarity?" 
I realize the writing is messy. What is the 
procedure when one doesn't have a 
typewriter. Not used to writing for news-
papers. I realize the style has to be 
modified. Time and practise will do it. In 
case you do publish anything I write please 
use the name Ress. For personal reasons, I 
insist on it. Will check in during the week 
for some advise and hints on how I can 
I repeated. 
Another long silence, a 
1 deep breath and a sombre sigh 
led to Yoshin's story. 
He was a mechanic for five 
years at the transit garage. 
The past two years had seen 
his involvement as a shop 
steward. Yoshin, like count-
less others, joined Solidarity 
because of what it represent-
ed. 
Solidarity, he explained, 
wasn't a union for working 
conditions. Solidarity was a 
t.-.....:......:,.....L..---• union of life - of personal 
--··--·• freedom. Y oshin' s involve-
ment included handing out 
~~~~""""~~e:'l ~eaflets and attending meet-
mg. 
ings. 
He discussed his v1ews 
openly. 
A year later his belief 
turned into an intense compul-
sion. He was on the dayshift. 
sion. He was on the dayshift, 
replacing a broken engine 
part and unaware of how his 
life was to change. 
Yoshin was grabbed and 
dragged through the garage 
by soldiers and thrown into an 
army truck with other bewild-
ered men. These men were 
not from his plant but all 
shared the same confusion. 
They drove for a very long 
. Working today. See you all soon. 
Ress 
stadium for two and a half ;:::::::::::~ .. 
days. Food , water and shelter 
were not made available to the 
hundreds of men inside. After 
Yoshin's fresh air blitz, he was 
taken to prison. 
In prison, when he wasn't 
being interrogated, he was 
kept in an isolated cell. Inter-
rogation lasted 6-8 hours a day 
for a month and a half. Always 
it was the same questions. 
When he asked what he was 
charged with, the reply always 
was, "no charge." 
"Why am I here?" Y oshin 
continued. 
"Because you are arrest-
ed." There was no physical 
abuse, but, "How is your old 
mother, Y oshin?'' 
The interrogators preyed 
upon the emotions that were 
in an excess state of frenzy. 
WE NEED HELP!!! 
Our daughter "Tina" is 19 
years old, and suffered a head 
injury in a car accident. We 
DESPERATELY NEED volun-
teers to help do patterning 
exercises to help her recover. 
Each session requires five {5) 
people and takes approximate-
ly 2 and on half hours, three 
(3) sessions daily. 
9:30am, 1:30pm, 6:30pm. 
If you, or anyone you know ca 
help us at any of thes 
sessions, it would be great! 
appreciated. No experienc 
necessary, Phone any tim 
936-7765 
Thank you, 
Norm & Loretto Stitilis 
820 Edgar Ave., Coquitlam 
Vicinity: Blue Mtn. & Austin) 
A month and a half later 
Yoshin was released. He had 
lost 17. 5 kilograms. His family 
1 heard of the departure thro- ••••••••••••IIIII 
, 
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SILLY STAffBOX 
The following people are real, only their sa!!}ty !!_as 
been modified to adjust for Other Press protliiCt1on. 
l) Dan Hilborn revealed today that he is seeking an 
independant ambassadorship to East Tibor for next year. 
2) Chris Page announced that his brown summer jacket 
will soon have a new home in a yet to be selected 
museum. 
3) Mary Palffy recieved a letter from Mel Gibson. We'll 
have more on that when see regains consciousness. 
4) Martin Hemerik (with a K) has b~en n~med Upp~r 
Volta' first Sports Hall of Farner for hts acbtevements tn 
beating on little white balls with long sticks. 
5) Peter Julian resigned his post as Chair of The Other 
Publications Society to accept a cabinet post with the 
United Nations Security Council Staff in New York. Good 
luck Peter. We'll all miss you. 
6) Sean V alenti•i borrowed rubber gloves again, but is not 
contemplating- a life of crime, as earlier reported. 
7) Eamest Hawker finally figured out the formula for the 
- infamous Pan-Galactic Gargleblaster. Zaphod ·Beeblebrox 
is reportedly suing for infringement. 
8) Ia• Hu•ter suddenly regained consciousness and 
immediately decided to leave the paper. He will be taking 
over as the BBC's Canadian new correspondent early in 
November. Rots of ruck, Ian. It was a blasttll 
9) Vic C-romarty revealed that be was once almost 
married, but he bad to give up plans as the Datsun in 
question was Shinto, and he is a strict Agt?-o~t~c. . 
10) Carolhle Hardo• is reportedly cot?-stder1ng us~g 
dyt>amite on· the new processor. Meanwbde her new btke 
light looks neat. 
ll) Dia•e Hebro• came in and amazed everyone with her 
great layout techniques and fantastic card tricks. 
1.2) Wendy van Halderer says that she plans to join the 
clergy soon and become the first nun to wear leather to 
high mass. (funny?) 
13) Daue W atso• told us that his main ambition in life is to 
paint all the walls of his bedroom black and spend three 
days alone there with Marie Osmond. 
14) Eddy Alexa•dre dropped by and revealed that he is 
actually the reincarnation of J. Paul Getty. 
15) Sa•dra McMillan got picked up by her sister Nancy, 
and they went out to rob a liquor store and spend the 
money on Tic-Tacs. 
16) Murray Budden helped out a lot and took lots of notes 
for his bosses at the new National Security Agency. 
17) Ian Lyon wrote a bit, ate some pizza, and figured out 
the ultimate answer to life, the universe and everything. 
18) Lisa Greenleas did a lot of layout and schemed to take 
over the world; or at least the 0 .P. 
19) Bill Hardwick had to go home early, but promised to 
take us all for rides in his new Lear Jet. 
20) Brian Pharez ran around a lot and revealed how he is 
actually radioactive and has to wear lead shorts to protect 
others. 
21) Sean Balder stone asked to be Absolute Ruler of the 
Other Press but we refused and he settled for a piece of 
pizza. 
22) Ann Hardon saved all our butts as usual with superb 
typesetting. 
If we left an,one out, please forgiue us. If we didn't, 
GREAT!!!! (ts this the sort of stuff you want in the paper?) 
\. by V.]. 
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Mo-therhood~ and Restraint 
A Gigantic Smokescreen 
Bill H:Kdwicke 
by Aside from the cost overrun of elsewhere to cover transit 
the Big "0", which was losses. At the moment the 
somewhere in the neighbour- government has not seen fit to ' 
hood of $1 billion, the project implememt this tax, but give 
has been a losing proposition --Hiem-time-lhey will. U-sing 
from the day it was turned this same line of reasoning, it 
over for "normal" operation. is not too difficult to visualize 
In my letter to the Sun I a plethora of deficits of other 
quoted a news item that ran, doubtful projects. Your tax bill 
in _part, as follows: could look something like the 
''The Olympic Stadium in following in addition to the 
Montreal has once again lived U.T.A. section: 
*Webster's Definition of Rest-
raint: "act of restraining." 
restrain: "to restrict~ or keep 
under control.'·' 
• "RESTRAINT" -a word that 
is bandied about by a govern-
ment that really has NO 
CONCEPTION ...Qf_ the proper 
meaning of the word. The 
public are being treated as 
imbeciles by a group of in-
compettents who are contin-
uing to waste millions of 
taxpayer's dollars. REST1 
RAINT is like M OTHER-1 
HOOD-no one is really against 
it. ·Government -has still not 
made any attempt to control 
their own wastefulness in the 
various projects that are still 
ongoing. The real truth in the 
matter is that the government 
is using a GIGANTIC 
SMOKESCREEN under the 
guise of RESTRAINT in at-
tempting to get rid of certain 
selected people in govern-
ment jobs who opposed them . 
politically. 
In a letter to the Vancouver 
Sun prior to the provincial 
election last April, I pointed 
out the wastefulness of this 
government. Needless to say, 
the Sun did not see fit to 
publish the letter and you can · 
only draw your own conclus-
ions for doing 'scl. The gist of 
the letter was that most of the 
projects undertaken by gov-
ernment could not break even; 
(they told us they would cost 
us no money). 
On September 16, 1983, in a 
front page special of the 
Vancouver Sun, Brian Power 
points out that the losses 
accruing in the operation of 
the stadium (as distinct from 
capital costs or borrowings) 
would continue, regardless if 
the stadium sold out 100 
percent. Writer Power follows 
the hypotheses set out in my 
earlier letter to the Sun in 
April. 
Following along with this line 
of reasoning, I used the Big 
"0" stadium in Montreal as 
an excellent example of why 
private money NEVER IS 
CHANELLED into financing 
stadiums-there is no PROFIT! 
up to its nickname as ''The 
Big Owe." 
DEFICIT-The Olympic Ins-
tallations Board, the company 
set up by the Quebec govern-
ment to run the stadium, 
recorded a operating deficit of 
$4.8 million last year, com: 
pared with ·$5.8 million the 
previous year.'' 
My letter pointed out that 
despite the success of the I 
Montreal Expos baseball team 
(they lure more than 2 million 
fans annually to the park), the 
stadium still lost close to $5 
million. With a significantly 
smaller population and no 
major leagues (the CFL is not 
a "major league"), the future 
of Bennett place cannot be 
considered any rosier than the 
Big '0' at Montreal. 
In addition to the foregoing, 
I pointed out that the property 
owner's tax bill had a blank 
space to include "UTA" 
(obviously for Urban Transit 
Authority). Isn't this nice and 
handy, just in case the govern-. 
ment has not been able to 
generate enough tax dollars 
B.C.P. Operation deficit B.C. 
Place Stadium 
A.L.R.T. Operating deficit for 
Rapid Transit (a Burnaby al-
derman has alrea-lv brought 
this up publicly) 
Expo 86 Expositions by nature 
do not break even. 
New Fraser Bridge Some 
has to pay for this some da 
The list could go on and 
but space does not permit the 
complete story to be told here. 
Has the government been 
truthful in addressing the 
universal question of REST1 
AINT? Has government set 
itself up as a shining example 
of control in spending? The_ 
answers obviously are a def-
initeNO on both counts. Has, 
or is the government guilty of 
WATERGATING?" The an-
swer has to be YES. When the 
history is written about the 
government, somewhere into 
the next century, all of you will 
have been a victim of THE 
BENNETTGATE COVERUP-
a gigantic s~okescreen 
Congrats to Bill Day 
Congratulations are in order 
for PRESIDENT BILL DAY 
and his staff and faculty 
members for the super effic-
ient manner in which courses 
have been arranged for this 
sememster. The swing shift 
idea where a three-hour morn-
ing course is also repeated at 
1900 hours the same day is not 
only unique but allows certain 
students to go to either class 
without losing any continuity 
in his studies. 
During the past summer with 
Douglas closed, I managed to 
"squeeze" into the Langara 
campus for a couple of cour-
ses. The method of selecting 
students for the following 
semester is slightly different 
than at Douglas. Students 
with a 1.79 plus G.P.S. are in 
preferred position over tho 
with the lower G.P.A. Newer 
students registering would 
have priority over thosewith 
the lower G.P.A. This does not 
mean that "seniority" does 
not play a part because the 
seniority rule comes into effect 
for those with the higher-than 
1. 79 g.p.a. I am not saying 
that this would or would not be 
a good idea but it merits some 
study. 
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om E.-Tells the O.P. Where It's At 
To the Editor 
After reading your second 
publication, .I feel compelled 
to write and ask how you can 
even consider publishing a 
newspaper that is so blatantly 
biased in its point of view? 
Both publications I have read 
have in someway critized the 
of Premier Bennet and 
a-.~uL'""' Credit cacaus . Why 
diis so? An established 
newspaper should not; mor-
ally cannot, show only one 
side of an argument. It seems 
obvious to me that your news-
paper is run by--a bunch of 
excuse the phrase, "No Good 
Socialists ," who don't care to 
reveal the two sides of this 
issue. Since you don't seem to 
have the ability to show the 
budget in its ' good light, I 
will. 
Operation Solidarity and its 
power hungry leaders will · 
have us believe that Bill 3, 
their seemingly pet peeve, is 
horrendously immoral. Their 
problem is that they don't 
consider the long term gains 
of the this piece ·of1egislation. 
The bill puts to us that it 
wishes to cut the Civil Service 
down by a mere 7000 employ-
ees . Tis is no--major p-roblem . I 
would think that it would be a 
godsend to most British Col-
umbians. The savings to us 
are trememdous. 
Statistics show that· one in 
ten people are employed by 
the Provincial GQv' t. To me 
this is an extremely high 
figure . Too high. That is why 
Premier Bennett is cutting 
back on public employees. By 
cutting back on 7000 civil 
servants, he will save -
$18,720,000. plus a year. This 
is figured out by each Civil 
women's Marches 
Lisa Greenleas : 
For the past five years wom-
en across the nation have take 
to the streets to protest the 
violence against women . 
Men also helped by providing 
child care during the march 
and celebration. 
Red Hot Store was one of the 
stops on the march. A speech 
was given by a spokesperson 
from the N.S.W .C. She talked 
fellow students, friend of a 
friend, or relatives . Such al-
arming facts caused these 
women to speak out. 
The gathered on Friday, 
September 23, to affirm wom-
en 's rights to walk the streets 
safely, day or night , together 
or alone. 
Rape Relief offers emergency 
services and councilling 24 
hours a day at 872-8212. 
of the danger of pornography 
and that it teaches men that 1 
domination and control of t 
women is acceptable. Speech-Over 43 marches were held 
across Canada and more ar-
ound the world . 
Rape relief organized the 
Vancouv.er march which 300 
women attended . It began at 
Moum - Pl-easan-t-community 
and ended with a 
ration at Charles Tupper 
chool. 
This St-h annual march is an 
all women event . Men who 
wanted to demonstrate their 
support, marched next to the 
main body on the sidewalk. 
es were also made -by Rape 
Relief and The India Mahilla 
Women's association. 
Speakers throughout th-e ev-
ent said one in four women 
will be sexually assaulted 
during her live, one in eight 
before the age. of eighteen. 54 
percent of women who live 
with men are battered by t 
heir male partners . 70 percent 
of rapes are committed by 
men whom the women knew 
or trusted , like co-workers , 
TOP SECRET 
NOMINATIONS for positions on the Other Publications 
Society Board of Directors close at 10:00 hrs on October 
5, 1983. The Other Publications Society is the Publisher 
of the Other Press. Responsibilities include allocation 
of funds within the Board' sjurisdiction, approval and 
supervision of the Society's business manager, and 
various sundry duties. Five positions are open. These 
positions are open to ALL DOUGLAS COLLEGE 
STUDENTS provided they have signed the Society book 
in the Other Press office in room 2305. The elected 
Board appoints a chair person with past experience on 
the paper. Voting will be held on Oct. 6 and 7, 1983, 
from 10:00 to 16:00 hrs in the Other Press office, and 
10:00 to 14:00 hrs at Maple Ridge Campus on Oct. 6 only. 
-I 
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Servant getting paid $6.50 per 
hour*, working 30 hours a 
week, which equals $195.00 a 
week for each Civil Servant. 
*T his hourly wage was arr-
ived at from a conversation 
with a person of B.C. Gov't 
employee knowledge . 
mstance, the dismantling of 
some of the branches of the 
Ministry of Human Resources, 
but what a lot of people don't 
seem to understand is that the 
branches being dismantled, if 
still deemed necessary, will 
now be run by separate comm-
issions. This cuts back on 
employees and again saves 
the Province of B.C. money. 
I do believe the budget is a 
good one, if you took an 
open-minded view and show-
ed the budget for what it really 
is, a means to get onto the 
road to recovery, other people · 
too would be able to see and 
appreciate the good of the 
budget . Prosperity is around 
the corner and it is Premier 
Bennett we have to thank for 
this. Thanks should be given 
where it is due. 
$195.00 per week times 7000 
Civil Servants equals $390,-
000 a week. $390,000 per week 
times 4 weeks in a month 
equals $1,560,000 a month. 
$1,560,000 a month times 12 
months in a year equals 
$18,720,000 a year. This total, 
which doesn't include bene-
fits, is quite a savings for just 
laying off 7000 B.C. Gov' t 
employees . Over a long period 
of time, this money alone will ' 
be able to help pay off our · 
B.C . Place, Pier B.C., 
A.L.R.T. debts. When these 
figures are taken into account, 
Bill 3 doesn't look that bad . Yours Sincerely 
Other parts of the budge'f - Tom E: -
might also cause dismay for Name with held 
omen's Events 
oonHour Drop In 
The Women'sCentrehassetaside the 
first Monday of every month from 12 to 
~p~ for Drop-ins. Bring your lunch. 
Support Group For 
Women With 
Special Needs 
This group will meet from 12to 1 pm in 
the Women's Centre 
Speakers and 
Workshops 
October25 Women'sSexuality-Myths 
and Facts 
Discussion evening with Anne Davies 
a private practitioner with a Masters in 
Psych., specializing in the area of 
. sexuality. 7to 10pm,Room 1807 
Free Pr&register in the Women's Centre 
Film Series 
October 19 "Killing Us Softly" 
About the images of women presented 
by modern advertishi.g 12 to 1 pm, 
Room2803 
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A no1e lot new1 
and s gfomsch lot whi1ke 
The city room knows him no more. 
He has passed on to some private and personal 
nirvana of his own, where every typewriter has all 
its keys and a bottle waits at every four-alarm fire. 
He was a good employee. Accepted assign-
ments, went out and got what the editor was 
looking for. No questions asked. 
When you think about it, it's a good thing the 
city room knows him no more. That kind of 
reporting, the kind that is still found in today's 
commercial newspapers, is archaic. Lazy, un-
thinking, unquestioning. 
The Other Press doesn't believe in lazy report-
ing or unthinking journalism. 'Ne believe in a 
thinking, breathing, dynamic student press. The 
student staff works to provide students at Doug-
las College with the best possible newspaper. We 
think we do a pretty good job. We know we can 
do better. 
We're always looking for recruits and are wil-
ling to train interested students. So if you'd like to 
do news reporting, reviews, features, photos, car-
toons, layout design, or just about anything you'd 
like, c'mon in and ask us about you. 
And since The Other Press is democratically-
run, no one person gives out all the orders. And 
no one gets stuck with all the shit work. And no 
one has to put up with discrimination or 
harassment. 
The Other Press is a joint effort (in more ways 
than one), so you'll be part of the frustrations as 
well as the victories, the responsibilities as well as 
the parties. You'll know your college like few 
others. And in between the parties, you might 
pick up a skill or two. 
Drop by our office on the main concourse 
right next door (gasp I) to the Student Society. 
e her Press 
For that Other Education. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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BefoRE ANDREW KNf:_W wHAT £-\AD HAPPENEq 
T~E ~\£Rt-!fY\E.f\fl t-\Ao e: f'ifoRc:..E.D A ~oo-m 1 L£ 
f T ~OUf\.}0 
Are you in a bind? Are you 
dissatisfied with something 
important? Or are you just 
looking for information and 
advice on how to go about 
something? 
Well, this might be your 
lucky day, because the paper 
you now hold has just begun 
it's latest experiment in inter-
active journalism. And THIS is 
IT! 
Because of the broad nature 
of its' concept, the best way to 
introduce this continuing (we 
hope) column is to say that ~t 
Most of us will buy a used car 
before we buy a new one. 
Many of us will be first time 
buyers or buyers who were 
burned on that first " deal" . 
Regardless of how much you 
know about cars though , there 
are a few basic pointers that 
anyone can use to save both 
money and misery . 
They are . . . 
1. Know what you want your 
car to do . How many people 
must it hold? What kind of 
roads will it be used on? Is 
economy more important than 
sex appeal, or are you going to 
use it to boost your ego? Once 
you know what you want you 
can save a lot of time by only 
looking at those cars which 
meet your needs . 
2. Figure out how much you 
want to spend. Then , sit down 
and figure how much you 
actually have to spend . Once 
you've done this and you know 
what kind of vehicle you need 
you're ready to get to the fun 
part, actually going out and 
looking . 
3. If you go to a lot , don ' t talk 
will become what you want 1t 
to be. Right now , we ' re look-
ing at it as being a cross 
between a student advocate 
and a useful information for-
um. 
Confusing? Definately . Help-
ful? We hope so. If you have 
any suggestions, contributions 
or questions please drop by 
the O.P. office or send us a 
letter (meaning, slip it under 
our door next to the Student 
Society). 
To start this off, we're going 
for a pretty tame subject. 
It's . . . 
BUYING A USED CAR 
money on your tirst visit . Take 
the car for a drive, have the 
friend that you've brought 
with you help you with the 
mechanical tests and KEEP 
NOTES. These come in handy 
when the cars start to blend. 
4. To check on the car's 
mechanical integrity, pick up a 
copy of the Car Economy 
Book, a free publication from 
Ottawa. You might also try 
your local library, or bring 
along a friend who likes and 
knows cars. Consumer Re-
ports back issues are also a hot 
source. 
5. Once you've found a couple 
of cars you like , either private 
or retail , go back to the 
salesman and talk turkey. 
Take a friend for psychological 
support and to act as a witness 
to any promises made . If you 
have a credit card, act as 
though you are going to pay 
with it , then bargain down a 
few more percentage points 
and pay cash. 
That's it for this time. If you 
have any topics you'd like 
tackled, drop us a line . 
by Vic Cromarty 
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Exam Stress • • A Living 
··. 
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by Richard Flint of the McGill Daily 
In the middle of writing an exam question a 
student ran out of paper. 
He con_tinued to write, first on the desk, then 
Pr?cee_dzng to the legs and ji"nally the floor. By 
thts ttme the professor was standing by the 
student, trying to get him to stand up. Eventually 
two people carried him out of the room. 
In another case I saw an exam victim break into 
hysterical laughter and run out of the room. 
These are examples of a widespread atfment- -
exam ~tre~s and anxiety. In its most extreme fotm 
examznatton stress can drive people to mental 
breakdown. For most students exams are a source 
of unhappiness and worry. 
While universities produce programs and couns-
elling for students who ·suffer from the extreme 
effects of " evaluation anxiety," they rapely 
address the fundamental cause of that stress. 
It seems obvious that exams are the cause of 
exam stress. Yet assessment has become such a 
central part of the educational process that we 
accept its physical and psychological side effects 
without question . The scope of the problem is 
frightening . 
In 1968 The British Student Health Association 
Conference at Leeds University concluded that 
···:·. 
;) ·. tr. 
t}. 
.t'e~ 
. c~• 
ill:ttt ' WHY EXAMS? 
between eight and eleven perccwt of allnn;.,..,.,..,; .,., 
students seek medical treatment for exam 
stress . 
The extreme manifestations of 
panic and anxiety are shocking. 
''During the course of an examination 
are sometimes brought out in a state of 
total psychic collapse, shivering, unable to 
think or even walk,"wrote Dr. M. Conway. 
Dr. N. Malleson, another British physician, 
suggested that there is a similarity between s 
shock and exam panic, and that similar 
ments should be observed. Symptoms similar 
paranoid schizophrenia have been observed 
students suffering exam panic. 
One of the most delicate questions about 
stress is suicide . Few Universities will admit 
student suicide figures or even publicise suicid 
• when th~y occur. It isn't good for public relatio 
publicity often invites possible copy-cat deaths 
Sadly, some exam-stress students do 
themselves. Many researchers have tried to 
no necessary link between student suicides 
examinations. Studies in England, 
indicate that exams are a cause of s 
suicides . 
Unlike most North American colleges, th 
En~li~h examinati_on system group together th 
maJonty of exams m a short period at the end of 
student's studies. Year-round suicide figures 
be compared with exam period suicides. A 
at the Cambridge University by medical writer 
Rook for the period 1948 to 1958 concluded 
"It is difficult to believe that exams do not 
some influence on the Cambridge suicides 
over half of them occurred around the 
period, and four out of five of those who 
believed to be worrying over their work died 
May (the exam period)." 
The medical profession has, however, failed 
produce any comprehensive studies of 
suicides. Many people will claim that there 
numerous reasons behind student suicides, 
that it would be impossible to place c:x:iuiJII.J 11a1.1UJ.l: 
as the critical concern in every case. 
Given the numerous problems that examinations 
cause we should question their use in our 
educational system . Medical and psychological 
pressures , breakdowns, and personal damage 
should not be accepted as a fact in any institution . 
Exams, we are told, prepare students for 'life in 
the outside world' . Where in the outside world are 
we faced with a situation in which a specific set of 
problems have to be solved in silence, without 
resource material and without co-operation with 
fellow workers? 
I can be argued that stress is to be found in many 
aspects of life, and that examination stress 
prepares people for life's many stresses. 
Yet different types of stress are not necessarily 
the same. Ability to perform in an examination 
does not mean immunity from cracking up in a 
different form of stress-situation. Panic in an 
examina.tion does not imply an incapability to 
perform in other crises. 
Dr. D.]. Lucas accounts a story of a patient who 
suffered extreme exam panic who later experien-
ced no panic or great anxiety when involved in a 
ferry disaster in Greece. How well can the cool 
exam candidate handle a real life crisis? 
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ightmare or Students 1 
Even if it were true that the examination 
situation were duplicated in real life, one has to 
question the need to prepare people for such rare 
circumstances. 
fundamental justification given for the 
F•uu"''uu•u system is that it.provides for fairness 
assessment. Without delving into the some-
what dubious functions of assessment, we should 
examine this argument carefully . 
Exams, we are told, may cause stress but they do 
provide an 'o~ective' and reasonable method of 
assessment that 1s neutral of bias and measures 
every student against the same yardstick. 
In fllct, examinations examine the people who 
mark them more than the people who take them . 
Apart from the level of evaluation anxiety 
numerous other variable factors influence exam-
inations . The state of health of the student, the 
amount of sleep the night, psychology and mood 
all determine an exam candidate ' s performaq.ce . 
Ability to cope with stress does not, hence, 
necessarily indicate understanding of material. 
The variables involved in the marking process 
are even more comples. 
One of thje most comprehensive studies 'The 
Marks of Examiners' by Hartog and Rhodes with 
Cyril Burt (1938) brought toghether large numb-
ers of different university -=xaminers with a ran~e 
of different samples of completed exams in 
History, English and Mathematics. The final 
outcome of the exercise was that the range of 
results (a rough bell curve) of each marker was 
roughly the same, but there was no correlation 
between individual papers . The variance of marks 
for specific papers varied wildly from miserable 
failures to acceptable passes (one paper was 
marked 17 I 100 by one examiner and 78/100 by 
another). Different examiners were not marking 
consistently poorly or consistently highly-there 
was, simply, no consistency. 
Grade averages may be the same for different 
examiners, but specific students' marks may vary 
wildly. These variances have been noted in many 
studies:The Robins Report (UK 1963), The 
Carnegie Corporation conference on examinations 
(1963), and Daniels and Schouten 'The Screening 
of Students' (1970) all reach the conclusion that 
exam •marking introduces a massive number of 
uncontrollable individual variances. As H. Pierron 
wrote in Universities Quarterly in 1967: 
' 'All the experimental data has shown that for a 
particular performance expressed in terms of an 
exam script, assessment by different examiners 
produces marks with considerable variability such 
that in the determination of these marks the part 
played by the examiner can be greater than the 
performance of the examinee.'' 
Four Exams in Two Days!!! 
Will I Make The Grade ? 
Did I Pass? 
WHY EXAMS? 
If exams can be shown to cause unnesssary 
stress, and potential psychological damage with-
out a solid justification on the basis of fairness, 
'objectivity' or egalitarianism why do they exist ? 
Examinations haven't always been an integral 
part of the educational process. The] esuit order, 
well reputed for its humanitarianism, was 
responsible for introducing examinations in the 
Western world . 
The only thing we can really say about exams is 
that they foster competition between students. In 
a society based upon the principle that competet-
ion is an inherent human characteristic, examina-
tions serve a practical role as a factor in our social 
moulding. As students we are train a:!. to see our· 
own advancement in terms of direct competition 
with our peers for examination marks, grade point 
averages and academic 'recognition' . 
In the extreme cases students have reported the 
mysterious disappearance of crucial read~ng 
materials from the library before exams, law 
students have found pages missing from referen-
ce materials and, in some cases, students have 
deliberately misinformed their classmates before 
exams . In this respect examinations are attempt-
ing to create a similar environment to the 
'outside world' where we are encouraged to seek 
our social advancement at the expense of others. 
On the other hand it is strictly forbidden to 
co-operate in examinations . It's called plagiarism 
or 'cheating' . 
Whatever the real social function of examina-
tions may be, we can trust that our universities 
will remain silent on the issue. Flimsy justifica-
tions come readily, but substantive proof of the 
value of the system has yet to be produced. In the 
words of A.P . Ratensis: 
' ' It is sometimes c,laimed that students are 
graded by universities in the same way that eggs 
are graded by packing stations. This, however, is 
untrue . There are only two important variables 
determining the quality• of an egg-its size and 
freshness-and both of these are pretty accurately 
controlled by the packing station. 
"the quality of a student's exam performance is, 
however, determined by a mass of-.Varia9les, for 
example, memory, clarity attd. .,~riginality of 
thought , articulateness, ll!c.f as to .. which quest-
ions appear, none of"'·whid\ • iS . on its own 
accurately expressed in t-he single grade awarded 
to each student. Thus from the point of view of 
accurate grading, the egg gets a better deal than 
the student.' ' 
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Soccer Is Back And Kickin Hard! 
by Stuart Woolverton 
Sunday, September 25 , saw 
the return of soccer to Douglas 
College as the men 's soccer 
team kicked off the '83 season 
against Capilano College in a 
game played at Mercer Sta-
dium before approximately 25 
rabid soccer fans. 
From the opening whistle 
both teams came out and 
played hard, but it was evi-
dent (unfortunately) that Cap 
was the better team, as they 
managed to walk off the pitch 
with a 4-2 .win over our lads . 
Cap moved up 1-0 5 minu~es 
into the game, then took a 2-0 
lead 15 minutes later by taking 
advantage of a rebound off 
'keeper Don Lobo's fingertips. 
Don could not be faulted, 
however, as both he and Steve 
Hartle, his second-half replac-
ement, played well in the nets. 
Cap moved ahead 3-0 with 
another goal 7 minutes before 
·half-time, and it took a lot out 
of the D.C. side as they 
watched the apparently slip 
further out of reach. However, 
in the second half they came 
out pressing harder, and 23 
minutes into the half, Paul 
Dickey capita)ized on a well-
placed free-kick to d.c. back 
into the game . 
~ rt Cap got that one back with [t( 
~::7~~~~~~~~:~::J;~g!E~ I 
E~£;:~:ede :q~i:~n~~:~~ ~ 
i~j~ r:~u~L~:~· ~~::r~;·:~ I c',.,._.,""" .. li:!. 
further the Douglas cause 6 ~~ 
minutes later when a Cap ~ffi 
defender, apparently thinking ~~ 
play was stopped, picked up - ~ "'" 
the ball in his own box and More Soccer More than a fair bit of work l The grudge match against 
was called for a hand ball. Gill was put in by our two 'keep- ' Cap is scheduled for this 
took the resulting penalty' Tne still un-named Douglas ers, Don Lobo and St.eve Saturday, October 8th, at Cap 
shot, but was out-guessed by College men's soccer team Hartle, and a defence that College, at 1' ;00 pm, with a 
the Cap 'keeper who made the survived its first road trip of refused to quit. hungry D.C. team looking for 
save. In the closing minutes, the season, splitting a pair of Sunday, however, was a cliff- revenge; so let ' s have LOTS of 
play began to get chippy as games this past weekend with erent story, as the D.C. side support. 
players from both teams ·got a 4 -0 loss to Cariboo College took the worst that Okanagan P .S.-the team is still in need 
frustrated and tempers flared. in Kamloops on Saturday, and College could muster and of a name . We've had a little 
One Douglas player was caut- a 1-0 win over Okanagan came out on the good side of a input on the subject, but who 
ioned, but the game ended College in Kelowna on Sun- 1-0 victory. Coach Chris gave wants to go through the year 
without any major incidences; day . the team a pep talk that named the Pickled Porknuts? 
final ascore again 4-2 for, FQllowing a very bad case of seemed to do the job, although Please, give us a name! Put 
Capilano. where's-the-bus-itis on Friday a great deal of effort came your suggestions in the box in 
Many players had a solid, night, when our departure from the team itself. Ali front of the upper cafeteria, or 
game for D.C., with Paul , time was delayed from 6:00 Mohamed played an outstand- contact Betty-Lou Hayes, or 
Dickey and Lucky Gill working pm to 9:30pm, we rolled into ing game in midfield, scoring leave a couple with the paper. 
very hard up front, and the Kamloops at 3:00 in the•the game's only goal midway Thanks, and we'll see you at 
back four (all seven of them) morning, leaving everyone in eluded the Okanagan goal- the game. 
turning in a good effort . great shape for the game the keeper and found the back of 
In all, our side was just ne:Xt afternoon. Therefore it: the net. A good game was 
outplayed by Cap, the differ- was with small wonder that a played by all. 
ence lying mostly in the tired D.C. team was pasted The survivors returned to 
experience of the side togeth- 4-0 by a mu.ch more lively side New Westminster at about 
eras a team. · · from Cariboo College . 8:30 on Sunday night , 
The.Old Spaghetti Factory 
Presents 
Pasta with Pride 
The Lounge Comer Fresh Pasta Is Here ! 
"Join us in the Lounge for First Run Movies " 
Oct. 5 -Flashdance 
Oct. 12-Airplane II 
Oct. 19- Chariots of Fire 
Oct. 26-The Toy 
Show Time is 3:00pm 
Taste the difference freshness makes. Now you 
can watch fresh pasta production as you eat. 
Great fresh pasta lunches start from $3.25 or full 
dinner packages from $4.25 and remember to bring 
your Douglas College Student Card and receive 10% 
off your food bill. 
50 • 8th STREET 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
B.C. V3M 3N8 
524-9788 
SEE YOU SOON 
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Douglas Golfers second 
• In 
by Martin 
British 
Niekerk . They departed the 
college at 8 AM on Friday 
September 30 and arrived in 
ll.emerik downtown Kamloops at 3 PM . 
After dropping off the luggage 
The Douglas College Golf the ~earn headed off for a 
Team shot a blistering final prac~Ic1e round , (at the course 
round to ""Come from behind that IS ·) · . 
and take second place at the Saturday dawned bnghtly as 
Totem Conference Golf Tour- the team trundled down to the 
nament held at the Rivershore ~rst tee for the 10 AM tee off 
golf coursein Kamloops this , ume . Unfortunately the tern-
past weekend. .Perature was only . a few 
• • degrees above freezmg! The 
Leading the way for Doug- greens for the first hour or so 
las was Garry Cusson , who were heavily laden with dew 
shot an 81 Saturday and a 77 which made the putting a bit 
Sunday, to place second in difficult at times. 
individu~l scoring. I The Douglas golfers looked 
The River~hore Golf Course , less than impressive during 
donated their course free of the opening round. Gary Cus-
charge to the co.lleges for the son and Marc J innouchi shot,._...-__, 
tournament. It IS located on an 81 and 87 respectively . Les 
t~e bank .of the Thompson Somogyi saw a lot of sand 
River and IS the second long- during those first eighteen 
est course in the province at holes, he shot a 94 . As a 
7,008 yards. (And it is certain- matter of fact the only person 
ly not the easiest.) Although who saw more sand was coach 
Columbia 
Tee off time for Sunday was 8 
AM . Saturday night the rains 
came. The sky was overcast at 
the beginning of the round 
however it quickly cleared . 
Sunny Skies and warm tem-
peratures were the order for 
the rest of the day . 
Although the Douglas team 
were late getting out of the 
hotel for the final round coach 
Van Niekerk made up for lost 
time by doing his Starsky and 
Hutch imitation on the roads . 
For the final eighteen holes 
Douglas stormed back with a 
vengeance. Les Somogyi was 
the big difference as he shot 
an 81 , bettering his previous 
score by 13 strokes. Gary shot 
a red hot 77. Marc shot an 85 
and Martin took another 
scenic tour of the countryside . 
Gert led all coaches with an 83 
and 73. 
478 
it is a par 72, the course is Gert Van Niekerk, who was ---~- ... 
Selkirk 
Dougas rated at a 74. _ hitting the bunkers with clock-The team was composed of like regu·Jarity . Martin Hem- a lot of Kamloops and a lot of first place · k by 22 stro-
~ary Cusson, Les Somogyi, erik, on the other hand saw a the province in general. At the kes , Malaspina by 8 and 
Marc Jinnouchi, Martin Hem- lot of sand, a lot of water end of the round Douglas was Cariboo by 1. Each team 's top 
erik and coached by Gert Van (especially the Thomson river) in fourth place. They trailed three scores were counted. Mlspna 
utsmarti 
Martin 
1. Name the NHL player who 
died in a car accident in 1975? 
(Hint: he left a legacy of 
d~ughnut stores.) 
2. Name the new home of the 
Calgary Flames? 
3. What athlete is known as the 
Flowe r ? 
4. Who is the only player in 
the CFL who wants to play for 
Frank Kush in the USFL? 
rusher of all time? 
5. Who is the on ly quarterback 
in the CFL to have won the 
MVP in the Grey Cup three 
times? 
6. Who is the NFL's leading 
rusher of all t ime? 
7. How long has Bob Lenar-
duzzi been a member of the 
Whitecaps? 
8. In golf, what is referred to as 
an eagle? 
9. How many innings are there 
in an official softball game? 
10. Will Billy Smith win an 
Emmy for player to be injured 
most by Wayne Gretzky? 
Help support ciffiletics and save$$$ at the same time 
Notes In Quotes 
by Bill Hardwicke 
Why does Bill Virden, the 
guy with the 'toboggan-slide 
nose' and Expo manager, 
always look like he had just 
swallowed a pint of vinegar . .. ? 
Things we would like to 
know: 
Now that the New York 
Yankees have been eliminated 
from the American League 
(this is not news, really) 
baseball division champion-
ship, why is it that I have not 
heard George Steinbrenner 
say to Billy Martin: "Your're 
fired, Billy!" . . . .I sure enjoyed 
those beer commercials where 
Billy retorted: "Oh no! Not 
again, George!" 
Melbourne, Australia (OP) 
In a lead article appearing in 
most Australian newsapapers, 
the winning of the America 
was known as the English Cup 
and, after winning the 'mug ' 
many consecutive times , the 
winners decided to re-title the 
trophy as the "America" cup. 
As a Criminal course instruc-
tor would say "stare decisis" 
follow the previous rule! How 
about it, Australia? 
Cup, the most prestigous Quote of the week is by an 
yachting event in the world, d SFU "132 1 · ·f, h h unname student, s~ecu auon wlads nhe t at the years ... wow ' that 's a long 
wtnners wou c ange t e t" , 
name of the cup from the tme . 
"America" to the "Australia" 
Cup. 
At one time the America Cup 
505 
511 
.. ... .... ..... ... . 
ANSWERS 
J;)pun OMJ. ·s 
• : sJe;),{ U;).L · L 
: UMOJg W!f ·9 
:dPe£ Auuos ·~ 
;:l(:>OJg J;)l;)!Q "J7 
: Jn;)J]q AnD ·£ 
: dwopdrppes · z 
: UOlJOH W!.L ·I 
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About Plant Music 
by Murr_ay ~udden 
On last Saturday night, a- Plant wouldn't have been able 
rock legend came to the to achieve the long duration on 
Pacific Coliseum. Robert Plant those ugly drawn out howls . 
is one of the original · rockers~ But, but, but-don't let me 
via Led Zeppelin fame - who is take away anything from the 
currently establishing himsel£ very capable...rous_icians Robert 
as a solo performer. toured with. Robbie Blunt, the 
After the proper psycholog- guitarist, CAN play with gra-
ical preparation, I entered the ce, vivaciousness and spunk; 
concert expecting a night of but this time he didn't. With 
Rock 'n Roll to remember. the intermingling musical 
However, the concert was styles of the b'and, the guitar 
mediocre, with only a few solos sounded the same throu-
flashes of brilliance. Planr ghout the sho·w. "Hey, does-
belted out song after -song, - n't this song.~oun.d the same 
covering a large part of his as the last, satd the 400 
solo ctrreer. people surveyed. 
_The e.nerg~ b_ehind the show Plant's son.g se!ection includ-
- w:iS-Phil Collins of Genesis ed all of hts htts. The most 
Brand X, etc. His superb me~orable was "Big Log", 
drummihg skills held the band wh_1ch made for .a reasonably 
together in the fullest sense. If enJoyable musical perfor-
there were any songs pfayed mance. 
tightly at all, it was thanks to The sound at the Pacific 
Phil! It should be noted that Coliseum was very poor as 
Phil had the most up -to date usual. With the mega-bucks 
percussion · equipment. This spent on sound equipment and 
included an elaborate drum the outrageous price of con-
kit ; electronic and synthesized cert tickets, ,why must we have 
dr~ms plus an array of access- to put up with such shitty 
ones . sound? The bottom line is that 
Plant's screeching v<>Gals be- on this "historic" last engage-
came more repetitive as the me-n.t of his North American 
two hour show progressed. tour, ~and seemed tired 
Without elec:tronic assistance, and bored. YAWN!! 
CONTRACT 
· · - by Dave Watson 
Does the idea vf a seventeen-
th century period murder mys-
tery sound good? Lots of 
bawdy humour in aristocratic 
settings? 
!hats what ''The Draughts-
man's Contract" promises. 
Listen to this plot. 
Mr. Neville (Anthony Higg-
ens), is the draughtsman, 
making a good living through 
architural sketches of the es-
tates of English nobility. Mrs. 
Herbert wishes to contract for 
a set of drawings as a surprise 
gift for her husband who is 
leaving for two weeks. Neville, 
inturn demands an afternoon 
of sexual favours for each. of 
the twelve drawings. Various 
articles of clothing and a 
-~Heed 
by Dave Watson 
Reviewed 
ladder placed up against a 
window -stand out in the 
drawings. Giving rise to spec-
ulation about the possible 
murder of Mr. Herbert. 
The return of Mr. Herbert's 
riderless horse adds to the 
mystery, which culminates in 
the discovery of the body on 
the estate. The potential for a 
suspenseful film is established 
with this interesting setup 
reminiscent of Michelangelo . 
Antonio's superb "Blow Up". 
The Draughtsman's Contract 
doesn't exploit the 'hidden 
clues in the drawings ·to their 
full advantage, instead relying 
in the grace, style and cust-
oms of 1694 to carry the fllm. 
This produces a scenic period 
piece, with style, but little 
definite direction. 
ERASERHEAD 
Eraserhead is the 1976 di-
rectorial debut of David Lynch 
(The Elephant Man, now wor-
king on Dune) . This film is 
indescribably surreal, not in a 
psychedelic sense, but in a 
social way. None of the charac. 
ters act or react to each other . 
in· anything like a normal 
manner, they behave more 
-like advanced schizophrenics. 
without the motivations that 
usually inspires such behav-
iour in ourselves. This alone 
creates a strange, disjointed 
atmosphere, which is added to 
by the fascinating dream seq-
uences that fill half the movie. 
Other Press room 2305 
(under the door) 
Sentences will be abruptly cut 
off in the middle and resumed 
a minute or two later as if no 
time had passed. All this 
bizarre behaviour is based on 
real social situations and a fair 
amount of humour is created 
by watching someone carry 
The film makes serious state-
ments on the effect of indus-
trialized society on people. 
Sociology students will recog-
nize Durkhiem's Anomie con-
cept of society alienating it's 
members. The soundtrack is 
great with walls of industrial 
noise building to the pain 
Threshold and abruptly end-
mg. The bleak black and white 
visuals combine with the mus· 
ic to create the most intense 
scenes I have ever seen in a 
movie. The use of hallucin-
agens in this movie would be 
extremely hazardous. Thanks 
to the Savoy Cinema, Main 
and 7th 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• normal social actions to ab-
The Other Press will normally publish all letters received, 
subject to such provisos as appropriateness, due regard 
for libel, taste and length . 
Writers should aim to keep letters under 300 words; 
longer letters may be condensed to meet space 
requirements . Priority will be given to Douglas College 
students and employees . All letters must be signed and 
include a phone number for verification purposes (though 
this will not be printed). The staff will consider requests 
to withhold the author's name in special circumstances . 
Letters and opinion published in the Other Press do not 
necessarily reflect editorial policy 
Letters may be brought to the Other Press office in room 
2305, located off the main concourse in the North 
Building by the Student Society area, and slide 
submissions under the door if no one is in . 
The Other Press is a democratically run, autonomous 
student newspaper, published several times a semester 
by the Other Publications Society. The Other Press is a 
member of Canadian University Press and of the national 
student newspaper advertising cooperative, Campus 
Plus . 
Phone; 525-3542 
Mailing Address : 
The Other Press 
Douglas College 
Box 2503 
New Westminster B.C. 
V3L 5B2 
_. 
surd lengths. 
The characters live ritualistic 
lives, going through the mot-
ions of social conventions 
Images In VogUe 
A fwe-song EP is currently being produced for WEA by lindsay Kidd and Joe 
Vavary. The new EP contains all new material, except for one song on an 
independent EP that has been re-recorded for the WEA project. The six-piece. 
Vancouver band has already toured nationally, opening for Roxy Music and 
Depeche Mode. The WEA EP is scheduled for release late October with a 
national tour to follow as well. 
L to R: Glen Nelson (synths), Dale Martindale (vocals), joe Vizvary (synths), Kevin 
Crompton (percussion), Gary Smith (synths) and Don Gordon (guitar, synth). 
Sitting: Bob Roper (left) and Stan Kulin (right). 
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by Louise Tessier don was where everything was lfappen- . 
ing, California was dead, and home 
trospective. By the 1982 tour conducted 
to publicize Imperial Bedroom, Time 1 
also overtones of the ilrms race debate, 
as certain sectors of North American 
society point · out that arms production o/The Charlatan wasn't even on the map. reported that Elvis's audiences grew 
restless at the newer songs, demanding 
the anthems of the past. - -
means jobs. "Shipbuilding" is an elo-
quent song, with a quiet, yearning tone . OK So YOU'D LOOKING AT THB .But all that was six ~s ago. headline, probably thinking, Elvis is no longeJ: on the cutting edge ... What i& this? This isn't of fashion and the once daring ploy of 
THE Elvis. This is just somt jerk who appropriating a famous name seems to 
stole his name." embarrass him. He is apparently ~ven 
Well, in the beginning, anyway, that considering going back to his Christian 
was the point. In late 19'77, the ambigui- ~e, Declan McManus. . 
ty, the audacity of using the King's For some people, he seems to have 
name, eapecially when be had just died, tak~ .Bob Dylan's role ~the ~g 
was in itself a good enough .reason for . mUSlCJ.!lll. Maybe he re~zes this. The 
Imper:UJl Bedroom, of course, is a 
brilliant achievement, of a quality most · • 
artists cannot hope to match. But despite 
the critical accolades, it was derided by 
some as cocktail music, Elvis gone soft. 
Ironically, it is also the song on the 
album which bears the closest 
resemblance to anything that appears on 
Imperial Bedroom. -
'_'The Greatest Thing'' harkens ~ck 
to the snottiness of_l977-78. Putdown 
after cynical putdown brliigs'"I'Iiis 
Year's Girl" to mind, but Elvis · 
breathlessly utters ·these lyrics, in a tone 
of voice far removed from the sneer of 
"TYG". 
using Jt. There was a lot of meaning Dylanesque pose he ~es on the cover 
· . One thing, however is for sure: Punch 
the Cloclt is very much in the shadow of 
Imperial Bedroom. Elvis here is hard to 
pin down. On Imperial Bedroom he often 
ed~ted towards a sort of sympathy he has 
often been reluctant to display. On Punc wrapped up into that single word-a could only be an attempt to pull the col-
mingled disgust and longing for the lective leg of his audience. -
. the Cloclt, Elvis sometimc;s..seems as · 
cagey as in the old days, turning his 
lyric skill in orr itself. 
heroes of the past, a -calculated desire to A somefun~ arrogant, sometimes 
shock, a ?emand to be noticed.L if not cheeky figure, Elvis has seemingly never 
taken senously. been afraid to do what he wanted 
I ~ remember where and when I . artistically speaking. Witness Alm~t Like "Every Day I write the Book", a hooky, catchy sort of tune that owes 
more to "Happy Birthday Sweet bouS;ht my ~opy, of My Aim is True. It Blue, despised by- many and ~loved by , 
was m Shermans on Sparks, it was few. 
around Easter 1978 an~ it cost me $4.43. In the beginning, of course, this was Sixteen" than "Allison". Lyrics such as 
"Chapter One we really didn't get 
along'' are not all that far from ''When 
you were only 10, we didn't like each 
other." I can only say "Yuck!" 
My friends and I read about the Massey not a problem. Audiences were drawn 
H~ and Bl Mocambo concerts, green by the snottiness, the selfish, twisted lit-
Wl~ envy, jealous of The Globe and Mail tle boy mentality he displayed so 
wnters who were actually there. We felt brilliantly on his first two albums. Even 
isol~ted, being in Grade 10 and stuck his obvious misogynistic streak was a I · 6n the other side of the coin, however: is "Shipbuilding", a song about the dilemma of ordinary people away in Ottawa. So we read anything selling point to people fed up with the we could get out hands on and knew lullabyes coming out of L.A.'s recording 
l faced with the choice (not of their own makingl between unemployment, and what was going on at CBGB's, and what studios. was ~umber _?De on t?e British charts, But audiences began to drift aw.ay even if such mformahon was often two after Get Happy. Elvis was getting too in- drudging, dangerous work. There are 
months out of date. New York or Lon-
PUNCH THE CLOCK 
by Dave Watson 
It was inevitable that Elvis would release 
a pop album leaning towards the North 
American market. The same dancy light 
sound adopted by David Bowie and Joe 
Jackson runs through Punch the Clock, 
unfortunately it doesn't seem to be a field 
Costello can do his best in . 
The album does have it's moments, 
especially the anti-Thatcher 'Pills and 
Soap' and the ballad-like, wistful 'Ship-
but/ding' which gives an home-front view 
of the Falkland Islands conflict. the rest of 
the songs on the album don't meet the 
usual Elvis quality, possibly because they 
don't have .a focus for the intensity that 
marks his best works fThis Year's Model. 
Imperial Bedroom]. Costello just doesn't 
sound right singing the lightweight 
'Every Day I Write the Book'. 
The use of repeated choruses and 
contrived hooks exhibits the same formula 
son~s writing· that h,e used to protest 
agatnst . 
Whenever I listen to this album I hear 
the ghost of a much better work restricted 
by commercial melodies and common 
production. Will Elvis Costello continue 
with this financially rewarding but artistic-
ally constrained route? I prefer to think this 
album is the result of overwork of relea:sing 
nine albums in six years. 
With a little rest Elvis should be back on 
his feet producing sharp, hostile music that 
doesn't conform to the formated airplay 
that his 'Radio Radio' attacked four short 
years ago. 
There is no question, of course, that 
•be sometimes t?itter aphorisms Elvis 
spits out are still better than· the 
banalities which pass for lyrics in this 
era of Tears for Fears and The Human 
League. 
The truth of the matter, however, is 
, that even a mediocre Elvis Costello 
album is still a hell of a lot better and 
more interesting than a mediocre album 
by somebody else. 
Punch the Clock is actually a pretty 
good, not bad, lukewarm sort of record, 
and to anybody who really loved Im-
' perial Bedroom, it's bound to be i something of a letdown. To be fair, this 
album wasn't meant to be a followup to 
Imperial Bedroom, but it's going to be 
1 viewed that way no matter what. 
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PaCfi:qas 
FOOD SERVICES LIMITED 
72 8th Street, New Westminster 
Across from the College 
( open from 7 a.m. til 6 p.m. ) 
100/o Discount for Student Card Holders 
SOUPS COFFEE 
SALADS MUFFINS 
DELI MEAT3 SANDWICHES (lwt ar cold) 
PHONE BEFORE 11 a.m. FOR A FAST 
., ·-L"QNCH ORDER PICK-UP 
Pat or Tina 522-1038 
Jack Daniel Distillery Named a National Historic Place by the United States Government. 
AT TI-IE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY, we 
have everything we need to make our whiskey 
uncommonly smooth. 
We have daily deliveries of the very , 
finest grain American farmers can 
grow. A stream of pure, 
iron-free water (ideal 
for whiskey -making) 
flowing dose by our 
door. And a unique 
way of smoothing out 
whiskey by filtering 
it for days through ten feet of finely-
packed charcoal. Thanks to all these 
things-and some others too-we 
predict a pleasurable moment when 
you discover the smooth-sippin' 
rareness of Jack Daniel's Tennessee 
Whiskey. 
StLOUIS 
london World's Fu 
1914 1904 1981 1913 1954 
If you"d like a booklet about Jack Daniel's Whiskey. write us a letter here in lynchburg. Tennessee 37352. U.S.A. 
535 FRONT ST. NEW WESTMINSTER 
TELEPHONE 524 ·6511 
~CANDAL~ 
CJ NIGHT SPOT CJ 
Calendar for 
October 
Mondays Las Vegas Night 
Oct. 3 -Specially Exotic Oct. 10 -Love Nest 
Party Oct.l7 -Specially Exotic 
Tuesdays Funk Night 
Hot Funk and Soul Sounds by Guest D .J. 
Alfie 
Wednesdays Ladies & Gents Night 
Ladies -3 Shows downstairs 
Gents- 3 Shows upstairs 
After 9:30pm.- Upstairs/Downstairs Mix 
Thursdays Mexican Nights 
Beverage Specials & Mexican Munchies 
all night long. 
Fridays & Saturdays 
Come early to miss the line-ups. 
Show your Student Card before 
10:00 pm. for No Cover Charge. 
Open from 7:00pm. til2:00 am. 
Word Processing Services 
Wednesday, October 5, 1983. 
Resumes, Term Papers, 
Reports, Letters, Manuscripts 
Call Renata 584-8434 
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surprise test· 
Good day class. Today we will be doing a quick and easy quiz of 20 questions. Now I'll pass the lists 
out and when you finish filling in the answers and sliding them under the door in room 2305, you may go. 
Thank you. ut? <t ·no t:r ~ 
·te co\O What communities does. \o" o · o· ~ ::T 
t {a" out\ Douglas College serve? t should ~\'(\~ ~ cE .~ ~ 
t \S )fou ~ Wha udent ~~t ~ i» g. §' ~\\a What is your favourite class here? ~ the ~~t" do? \ \.~e "'\J (I) g ~· 
WlJ td lSSep Cl:}UnOJ\Bj :}SB<l( JnOA SI:}BqM q~e soCl ·J ~~ t"'t" g 
a oyou th· · · .h ~~ -
StudentSoc· t Jnkofthe \\& o&\. ~ o~~~ ~~ ;: 
Je Y Socials? ~~~ ~e ~ :(~ 0~~ ~ 
What is the New Democratic Party? s\'(\~ \. \'t0 '; ~ t0 What is the Social Credit gov~rnment? 
What do You . \.~eo~~~\).~~& ~II. 
Douglas ,., - lJke least ab ~\).~ \<((\ \' ~\. ~o ltl]i:lt ~/q~ 
College? out ~~"14 Sh i:I!Jo (b What do cutbacks at ~\'(\o to fi?lllcJ the Do lit fiJe ~e~ o 
'3\)."'t. lllcJ a collJ llgJas s ci:lfet:e . e? ? ~ g 
'3\)."'t.O ll1erciaJ :Ports tea ~i:l? t\\e~ -o ce. ~).~~ What teams play inter-collegiate 5Ponsor?ll1s try etused aBano:l ~ 
~ ~t; sports at Douglas College? )f0 u e" ~ ~~e l?~ Do surveys ever serve a useful pu~pose? 
Paper Chase for comic collectors 
and for paper collectables 
Thanksgiving Weekend Special 
Oct. 7 8 & 9, Sunday 12 til5 pm. 
20 °/o off all comics 
20°/o off back issues in showcase 
and on backwall 
40°/o off all other back issue stock 
A chance to pick up and save on 
Comics and Magazines 
Receive an additional10°/o 
on cash sales over $50 
Regular Hours Tues and Wed. 
- 12 til 5pm. Saturday- 10 til5pm. 
Closed Mon., Thurs., & Sundays. 
515 A es St. 524-5611 
Y e Gamemasters Shoppe 
513Agnes St. 521-7611 
Fantasy Role Playing Games 
-Runequest and D & D 
Manuals Models Magazines Books 
Miniatures -Fantasy and Military-
Ral Partha Citadel & Dark Horse 
Posters & Paints. 
10°/o Student Discount 
Tues. to Thurs. & Sundays- 12 til6 pm. 
Fridays 12 til8 pm. 
Saturdays- 12 til 10 til6 pm. 
Any way you like it-
on the rocks, with 
orange juice or 
your favourite mix-
Southern Comfort is 
the one and only! 
Southern Comfurt. Its special taste made it famous. 
Send for a free Rec1pe GUide Southern Comfort Corporation, PO Box 775. Place Bonaventure, Montreal . Quebec H5A tEl 
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SAGE · SAGE SAGE 
SCREEN 
I~ YOU LOVE THIS PLANET 
terri nash will answer questions 
afterwards 7:00pm 
oct. 7 (pub night) 
..-··-RIDGE THEATRE 
738-6311 
16th&ARBUTUS 
REAR WINDOW 
VERTIGO 
ROPE 
3 of 5 classic hitchcock movies· 
rereleased in new prints 
dates unavailable at press time 
SAVOY CINEMA 
872-2124 
MAIN&KINGSWAY 
SNOW WHITE AND THE 
SEVEN DWAR~S 
POPEYE 
oct.7-9 
STARSTRUCK 
midnight oct.8 
THAT MAN ~ROM RIO 
LE MAGNI~IQUE 
oct.10&11 
BLUE THUNDER 
ESCAPE~ROM NEW YORK · 
oct.19&20 
VANCOUVER EAST CINEMA 
253-5455 
7th &COMMERCIAL DR. 
DARK CRYSTAL 
POLTERGEIST 
oct. 7-9 
PHANTOM O~LIBERTY 
DISCREET CHARM O~THE 
BOURGEOISIE . 
oct.10&11 
PATHSO~GLORY 
~AR ~ROM THE MADDING 
CROWD 
oct.12&13 
THE BLACK STALLION 
THE MAN fROM SNOWY RIVER 
oct.14-16 
MY DINNER WITH ANDRE 
BETRAYAL 
oct.17&18 
DUEL IN IN THE SUN 
TOUCH 0~ EVIL 
oct.19&20 
:MUSIC 
SHAKIN'· PYRAMIDS 
irish rockabilly band 
commodore 
oct.H 
DAVIDSEREDA 
van. east cultural center 
oct.9 
AC/DC 
hot and sweaty,loud and greasy 
coliseum 
oct.11 
MEN AT WORK /STEVIE 
RAYVAUGN 
coli sam 
oct.13 
MAURICE AND THE 
CLICHES /VISBLE 
TARGETS 
legion hall2205 commercial 
oct14 
DIANA ROSS 
coliseum 
oct.15 
ON GOLDEN POND 
SAME TIME NEXT YEAR 
oct.12&13 
COLLEGE 
THEGREY~OX 
BRITANNIA HOSPITAL 
oct.14-16 
LED ZEPPLIN THE SONG 
REMAINS THE SAME 
midnight oct.15 
I~ .•. 
OLUCKYMAN 
malcolm mcdowell double bill 
oct.17&18 
PUB NIGHT 
oct. 7 'nuffsaid 
SOLIDARITY SOCIAL SERVICES 
WEEK 
various events around cam pus 
:oct.11-14 
march downtown 
oct.15 
GRADUATION 
oct.2 7 people interested 
in volunteering should drop by 
dcss office room 2300 
